
The Challenge

DRM Waste Management, headquartered in New Jersey, manages over 2.5 million tons 
of waste annually for retail, wholesale, restaurants, fast food restaurants, pharmacies, 
banks, construction, grocery, shopping centers, distribution and warehouse facilities.

In the early 2000s, DRM’s business grew rapidly, nearly doubling in size as the company 
took on new and larger accounts. Its proven model for waste consolidation, man-
agement and recycling attracted the emerging box store and wholesale clubs, as the 
model for simplicity and cost reduction.

That model for simplicity and cost reduction was an approach that the company 
decided it needed to apply to its back office, scaling operations to support a growing 
business.

With over 1,000 invoices to process, file and manage each month, finding an automat-
ed solution to increase AP invoice processing efficiency would mean that DRM Waste 
Management could continue to expand operations and take on new accounts while 
allowing its existing staff to manage vendor invoices efficiently.

According to DRM Management Billing Verifier Ben Fetter, the company’s AP processes 
were completely manual and very labor intensive.

“Everything was done by hand,” Fetter said. “We would get the invoices and process it 
through spreadsheetsand do everything ourselves, and then get the checks out that 
way.”

The Solution

DRM Waste Management decided to implement the docAlpha Digital Transformation 
platform, integrated with its DocLink document management system handle its AP 
vendor invoice process in a way that reduced the time and effort for the company’s 
accounts payable staff.
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For more than twenty years, DRM 
has developed and implemented 
waste management and recycling 
programs for many industries, 
including retail, wholesale, restau-
rants, fast food, pharmacies, banks, 
construction, grocery, shopping 
centers, distribution and ware-
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Needs
• Streamline AP invoice processing

• Integration with Altec DocLink 
ECM

Challenges
• Manual, paper-based processes

• High volume of vendor invoices 
(1,000 monthly)

• Business expansion, with a need 
to scale operations

By automating its payables process, DRM Waste 
Management scales operations seamlessly“
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DRM Waste Management’s DocLink document management system from Altec allows 
the AP team to securely store digital invoices and related documents for easy retrieval. 
Beyond managing invoices, DocLink automates the routing of invoices for review by 
the appropriate approvers, providing them with easy access to documents and to G/L 
coding information.

To streamline the process of getting documents into DocLink and enter the appropri-
ate related vendor and invoice data, the docAlpha platform from Artsyl intelligently 
extracts relevant information from invoices, then automatically files the documents 
and enters relevant metadata into DocLink.

According to Fetter, the introduction of DocLink, integrated with docAlpha dramatical-
ly streamlined the company’s AP invoice process.

“I feel like it’s a lot easier, because now they can just go into the system and check 
everything on the screen instead of doing it all manually,” Fetter said.

“It’s all there for them to just double check and then send through and get paid.”

Today, as DRM Waste Management continues to grow its business, Fetter and the AP 
team are able to keep pace, thanks to DocLink and docAlpha.

Solution
• Artsyl docAlpha Digital Transfor-
mation Platform

Functionality
• Automated batch scanning and 
filing of invoices into DocLink ECM

• Intelligent extraction of invoice 
data

• Automatic document indexing in 
DocLink

Results
• Shorter AP cycle times

• Automatic document/data entry in 
DocLink

• Ability to expand operations and 
manage AP with existing staff

“I feel like it’s a lot easier, because 
now they can just go into the 
system and check everything on 
the screen instead of doing it all 
manually. It’s all there for them to 
just double check and then send 
through and get paid.” – Ben Fetter, 
Verifier, Billing, DRM Waste Manage-
ment


